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ABSTRACT 

 Broadband, coherent radiation in the optical frequency range is generated using 
micro-plasma channels in atmospheric gases in a pump-probe experiment. A micro-
plasma medium is created in a gas by a focused intense femtosecond pump pulse. A 
picosecond probe pulse then interacts with this micro-plasma channel, producing broad, 
coherent sidebands that are associated with luminescence lines and are red- and blue-
shifted with respect to the laser carrier frequency. These sidebands originate from the 
induced Rabi oscillations between pairs of excited states that are coupled by the probe 
pulse. Thus the sideband radiation intensity tracks the micro-plasma evolution. The 
sidebands arise from broad and tunable Rabi shifts corresponding to varying values of the 
electric field magnitude in the probe pulse. The ~ 1010 W cm-2 probe beam creates a 
maximum sideband shift of > 90 meV from the carrier frequency, resulting in an effective 
bandwidth of 200 meV. The sidebands can be tuned and controlled by the intensity and 
temporal profile of the probe pulse. The fact that the coherence is observed in a micro-
plasma demonstrates that Rabi cycling is possible at high temperature with moderately 
high laser intensities as long as transitions close to the driving frequency ( Δ  ~ 2% cω ) 
are available. Plasma excitation combined with Rabi-shifting measurements also serves 
as a means to simultaneously extract quantitative ratios for the transition dipole moments 
between multiple sets of highly excited states with transitions in the optical regime. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of intense, tightly focused, ultrashort laser pulses with gases at 

atmospheric pressures results in the generation of nonequilibrium micro-plasma channels 

in the focal volume.1-4 Micro-plasma evolution occurs rapidly, with electron 

temperature1,2 and concentration4-6 varying by more than an order of magnitude within 

the first nanosecond. These underdense plasmas (wherein the plasma frequency is smaller 

than the carrier frequency of a typical laser beam) are transparent and can be probed by 

weaker laser pulses, carrying the promise of novel linear and nonlinear optical effects. In 

particular, gas-component specific dynamic Rabi oscillations have been recently 

observed.7 The phenomenon is marked by the generation of broad coherent sidebands 

and, remarkably, was observed despite plasma electron temperatures on the order of 1 

eV,1,2 where collisional dephasing might be expected to squelch any coherence. 

The current understanding of the origin of the broad coherent sidebands is as 

follows. The cooling evolution of the micro-plasma entails considerable electronic 

excitation in the constituent atoms/molecules manifest by sharp luminescence lines on the 

background of plasma Bremsstrahlung radiation.1 When the carrier frequency cω  of a 

probe laser pulse is nearly resonant with any of these lines (with a Δ  detuning), the laser 

field couples with the corresponding transition and induces time-dependent Rabi 

oscillations in the effective two-level systems. We reported the first observation of the 

resulting coherent broadband radiation in argon and oxygen using picosecond probe laser 

pulses.7 The picosecond pulse duration provided a sufficiently short interaction time 

allowing Rabi cycling to compete with the electron-atom and atom-atom collisional 

dephasing mechanisms. Of special interest is the remarkably large bandwidth of this 



coherent emission. For instance, at the probe pulse intensity of 10103.3 ×  W cm-2, a Rabi 

sideband shifting of > 90 meV from the carrier frequency was observed in oxygen, that 

results in an effectively usable bandwidth of about 200 meV.  

Although perhaps the most fundamental concept in modern optics, the Rabi 

oscillations are rarely observed in action, because attention is typically fixed on the 

resulting populations of the two quantum states involved. This aspect and the 

implications for quantum-computing are mainly responsible for the latest revival of 

interest to the topic (see, e.g.8-11). The condition for the Rabi cycling period to be less 

than the characteristic decoherence time in the system was first established in nuclear 

magnetic resonance experiments.12,13 Here, the energy level spacing for spin states are 

small (on the order of nano-eV) and coherence times are long (on the order of seconds) 

making control of spin-flopping facile, but also corresponding to vanishingly small 

frequency shifts with regard to Rabi emission. With lasers, the Rabi-related cycling was 

first observed in the form of “optical nutations” in the mid-IR regime, engaging ro-

vibrational transitions in large molecules.14 In the optical regime, where the frequencies 

involved are ~ 109 larger than those for NMR, a good candidate for Rabi cycling 

observation is alkali atom vapors, as the energy gaps between the ground and the first 

excited electronic state of alkali atoms are conveniently close to the frequencies of 

readily available driving lasers. Indeed, the first direct observation of the Rabi oscillation 

was made in Rb atom vapor.15 In the spectral domain, a characteristic embodiment of 

Rabi oscillations was predicted16 and observed17,18 in the form of the so-called Mollow 

triplet, in which the presence of the driving laser field leads to the spontaneous 

fluorescence line acquiring two sidebands shifted by the Rabi frequency. The 



experimentally observed shifts have been on the order of MHz (neV) to GHz (μeV).17-19 

Optical parametric amplification of Rabi sidebands at ± 3.5 meV has been attained in Na 

vapor using a nanosecond pump20,21. Later experiments extended to single atoms22, 

molecules23 and ions24, working toward developing innovative means for information 

storage. Recent implementations of Rabi oscillations in solid-state systems include the 

manipulation of qubits in quantum dots (QDs), and excitonic state population.11,25-28 Also, 

very thin GaAs films29,30 have been used to demonstrate Rabi shifting on the order of the 

carrier frequency using a carrier-envelope phase stabilized femtosecond pulse. In each of 

these condensed-phase experiments, low temperatures had to be maintained (~10 K) to 

suppress excitation damping. 

The Rabi sideband emission from laser-generated micro-plasmas offers two 

distinctive advantages as compared to the aforementioned systems. First, the method is 

based on transitions in the manifold of excited states and thus employs transitions with 

typically large values of the transition dipole moment leading to large shifts. Moreover 

the Rabi sidebands may occur simultaneously on multiple atomic transitions. Second, the 

temporal dependence and the engendered spectral interference open the way to effective 

control of the sidebands. In particular, the observed Rabi shifted emission driven by a 

~1 ps driving pulse has a sufficient bandwidth to support much shorter ~ 14 fs temporal 

features.  

The concept of dynamic Rabi emission and the nature of the corresponding 

spectra are conveniently visualized in the signature dressed-state picture shown in Figure 

1. An intense laser pulse has time-dependent electric field amplitude, ( )0A t , and carrier 

frequency cω , shifted from the resonant frequency abω  of the two-level system by the 



detuning Δ  (blue shifted in the case shown). Driven by the laser field, the near-

degenerate dressed states undergo time-dependent splitting by ( ) ( )2 2t t′Ω = Δ + Ω  where 

( ) ( )tAt ab 0μ=Ω  is the instantaneous Rabi frequency, and abμ  is the transition dipole 

moment. This dynamic Rabi shift results in the generation of red and blue–shifted 

sidebands, at instantaneous frequencies ( )c tω −Ω′  and ( )c tω ′+ Ω , respectively. The 

spectra of these sidebands are determined by the temporal profile of the driving pulse31, 

as shown in the right panel of Figure 1. The Rabi shift reaches a maximum, max′Ω , at the 

maximum of the driving electric field envelope ( 0t t= ). This corresponds to the points pb 

and pr of the blue- and red-shifted sidebands, respectively. Furthermore, each of the Rabi-

shifted instantaneous frequency values at the front portion of the driving pulse is then 

repeated at the back portion of the pulse. For instance, in Figure 1 the frequencies of the 

sideband pulses generated at 0t tδ−  and 0t tδ+  are identical for a Gaussian temporal 

profile of the driving pulse ( ( ) ( )0 0t t t tδ δ′ ′Ω − = Ω + ). The corresponding frequency 

values are shown in the right panel as the points qb and qr in the blue- and red-shifted 

sidebands, respectively. The spectral amplitude at these frequencies results from the 

interference of the signals emitted at 0t tδ−  and 0t tδ+ , thus effectuating the 

characteristic fringe patterns. 



 

 

Figure 1. (Color online) A dynamic dressed-state energy level scheme for a two-
level system, where levels a and b are the bare atomic states. A driving pulse 
with carrier frequency cω  detuned from the resonant frequency by Δ  results in a 
dynamic Rabi shift and in the generation of new instantaneous frequencies near 
the peak of the driving-pulse electric field, ( )c tω ′± Ω  (blue (dash-dot) and red 
(dot) arrows). These new frequencies form broad sidebands structured due to 
spectral interference as shown on the right panel.  

 

Here, we present a systematic study of the broadband Rabi emission in the optical 

region, including discussion of the fundamental physical origins, the long-term dynamics 

tracking the plasma evolution, and, finally, possible applications hinging on the 

availability of spectral control. The paper is organized as follows. Section II reports the 

details of the experimental setup and procedures. Section III.1 presents the experimental 

observation of the character and trends of Rabi emission in oxygen and argon plasmas. 

Section III.2 presents a detailed description of the theoretical modeling that qualitatively 

predicts the spectrum of the sidebands as dependent on the amplitude and shape of the 

driving pulse. In section III.3, a model is presented to determine simultaneously the ratios 

of transition dipole moments between multiple excited states based on the observed 

dependence of the spectral positions of the sidebands on the power of the probe pulse. 
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The model predictions are compared with the measured functional dependencies of the 

sideband shifts for oxygen and argon. Section III.4 considers the characteristic fringe 

structure of the Rabi sidebands due to spectral interference that is controlled by the shape 

of the driving pulse.  

 

 

Figure 2. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental setup. L1 - L4 – lenses, 

GP – Glan prism analyzer, HWP – half wave plate, F – notch filter, BS – beam 

splitter, DL – delay line, CCD – CCD camera.  

 

II. EXPERIMENT  

A beam from a Ti:sapphire (1 kHz, 800 nm, 50 fs) laser was split 80/20 by 

beamsplitter BS into a horizontally polarized pump and probe beam as shown in Figure 2. 

The intense pump beam (~ 1014 Wcm-2) was focused into the sample chamber (containing 

1.0 atm of O2 or Ar) using a 10 cm focal length lens L3 creating a micro-plasma medium 

with electron density of 1018-1019 cm-3. The pump beam was placed on an optical delay 

line DL in order to vary the pump/probe delay. The less intense probe beam (~ 1010 

Wcm-2) was spectrally filtered to 1 nm (centered at 800 nm) by a notch filter F and was 
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focused using a 25 cm focal length lens L1 overlapping with the micro-plasma. The 

duration of the probe beam pulse after filtering was ~1 ps. A half-wave plate HWP and 

Glan-prism analyzer GP were used to vary the probe beam intensity. The probe was 

directed at a right angle with respect to the pump beam (plasma channel) axis (interaction 

volume ~ 86 10−×  cm3), producing red and blue-shifted Rabi sidebands that are observed 

close to the probe beam propagation direction. The Rabi radiation was collimated by a 25 

cm focal length lens L2.  Measurement of the sideband signal was made at a sufficient 

angle to the axis of the probe beam to suppress the contribution of the relatively intense 

probe beam. The angle was controlled by a translatable iris. The sideband signal that 

passed through the iris was directed into a spectrometer using lens L4. The spectrometer 

was equipped with a cooled CCD array detector. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Spectra of Rabi-shifted sidebands in O2 and Ar 

Rabi cycling is typically observed in alkali metal vapors because low electronic 

transition energies facilitate resonant excitation using nanosecond laser sources. To detect 

Rabi cycling in a noble gas would require, for instance, an intense coherent source above 

8 eV to drive a resonant electronic transition from the ground state. The difficulty in 

finding a laser source matched to the atomic Bohr frequency is remedied here by 

employing atomic systems that are prepared with transitions that are near resonant with 

an 800 nm laser source (~ 1.6 eV). With a substantial degree of excited electronic state 

population, low energy transitions (1-2 eV) become available for Rabi cycling using such 

a wavelength. We accomplish this electronic excitation using a partially ionized plasma, 



resulting in numerous possible transitions in the excited state manifold. Figure 3 

illustrates the continuum of electron kinetic energies formed at the onset of laser-induced 

plasma formation at t = 0. Electrons are initially ionized through tunnel ionization, and 

are subsequently driven by the laser field with energy equal to the ponderomotive energy, 

Up ~ 20 eV. These field-driven, high kinetic energy electrons can undergo collisions with 

the ion core, thus establishing the initial kinetic energy distribution (or electron 

temperature) during the laser pulse. The electron temperature begins to evolve mainly 

through the mechanism of electron impact ionization cooling.1,2 Figure 3 shows a plot of 

the time dependence of electron temperature in argon as calculated with the ionization 

cooling model presented in refs1,2, for a plasma generated under conditions similar to 

those used in this experiment. The electron temperature undergoes a steep decrease in the 

first 300 to 400 ps after which cooling begins to taper off. Concomitant with the process 

of electron cooling, excited electronic states may become increasingly populated. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of plasma electron cooling toward the formation of 
population in the excited state manifold. The pump laser beam generates a micro-
plasma at t = 0 with initial electron kinetic energies ~ 20 eV. The plot in the 
center shows the plasma electron temperature evolution in argon following ref1,2. 
As the electron temperature decreases (by t ~ tf, the value of which depends on 
the system parameters2, excited electronic states become populated. 
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This electronic excitation formed in the plasma is manifest in the presence of 

multiple atomic emission lines in argon as seen in Figure 4a. These atomic lines are of 

constant intensity as they are dependent on the pump laser-produced plasma and exist 

independent of the probe beam as indicated by intensity at negative pump/probe delay. 

For argon, multiple transitions are observed to lie near the wavelength of the 800 nm 

laser used, allowing for Rabi sideband production from any of a number of possible 

transitions. Indeed, as the electron temperature sufficiently cools (pump/probe delay 

~ 400 ps in Ar), multiple new features arise in the emission spectrum to the red and blue 

of each fluorescence line. These features are Rabi sidebands produced from the onset of 

Rabi oscillations from the states involved in the transitions. The temporal evolution of the 

Rabi sidebands is clearly seen in the bottom panel of Figure 4a, which shows two red-

shifted sidebands centered at 803.5 nm and 815.5 nm. Thus, as the electron temperature 

decreases, the intensity of the sidebands also increases.  

The emission spectrum of atomic oxygen as a function of pump/probe delay is 

shown in 4b and the experiment was performed under the same conditions as for Ar. In 

the spectral window only one atomic transition is observed (777 nm). In the presence of 

the resonance a blue-shifted Rabi sideband is seen to appear accompanied by multiple 

fringes (discussed later). The bottom panel of Figure 4b indicates that the temporal 

behavior for the main blue-shifted sideband (centered at 764 nm) and that of the 

remaining fringes (only the one at 760 nm is shown) is identical save for the magnitude. 

The rise time which can be directly correlated to the electron cooling dynamics1,2 differs 

markedly from that observed in Ar. The steep rise in the oxygen Rabi sideband amplitude 

suggests that electron cooling occurs more rapidly than in Ar. Additionally, the oxygen 



Rabi signal is observed to decay, albeit comparatively slowly relative to the rise time. 

This feature is not observed in Ar on the same timescale, thus suggesting dynamics 

specific to molecules. 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of the temporal evolution of the sideband emission for 
argon and oxygen. (a) Spectrum of argon emission as a function of pump/probe 
delay. Bottom panel: the intensity as a function of pump/probe delay line out of 
two of the red-shifted sidebands (803.5 and 815.5 nm). (b) Spectrum of atomic 
oxygen emission as a function of pump/probe delay. Bottom panel: the intensity 
as a function of pump/probe delay line out for two fringes (760 and 764 nm) 
originating from a single blue-shifted Rabi sidebands. White dashed lines 
correspond to the spectral positions for the presented decay curves. 

 
 

 

2. Time-dependent, generalized Rabi cycling model 

The generation of dynamic Rabi sidebands as observed in Figure 4a and b can be 

quantitatively described in the context of a time-dependent, generalized Rabi-cycling 



model. It relates to the model of optical nutation suggested previously.32,33 The FWHM 

duration of the driving pulse is about 1 ps, which is shorter than both the diagonal 

relaxation time (i.e., the excited states lifetime) and the dephasing time that is mainly 

determined by the electron-atom collisions in the cooling plasma. This circumstance 

makes it sufficient to consider the wavefunction evolution  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )exp expa a b bc t i E t a c t i E t bΨ = − + −  (1) 

rather than tracing the Bloch vector. The time-dependent amplitude and frequency of the 

generated radiation will be determined by the induced dipole oscillations, that is, by the 

instantaneous expectation value of the dipole moment operator, 

 ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) c.c.bai t
a b abc t c t e ωμ ψ μ ψ μ −∗= = + , (2) 

where ( )ba b aE Eω = −  is the transition frequency and ˆab a bμ μ=  is the transition 

dipole moment. 

In the rotating wave approximation, the coefficients in the rotating frame, 

( ) ( ) ( )exp 2a a cc t c t itω= −  and ( ) ( ) ( )exp 2b b cc t c t itω=  are determined by the coupled 

equations, 
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Here, ba cω ωΔ = −  is the detuning from the resonance, while ( ) ( )0 /abt A tμΩ =  is the 

time-dependent Rabi frequency, determined by the electric field envelope, ( )0A t . The 

time-dependent parameter α  is defined as ( ) ( )( )1tant tα −= Ω Δ , provided nonzero 

detuning Δ . Then, it is convenient to recast Eq. (3) in the adiabatic basis:34,35 
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The coefficients ac , bc  satisfy the more simple system of equations,  
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where the second term in the right-hand side is responsible for nonadiabatic corrections. 

If  
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 this term can be neglected, and the solution is readily obtained as,  
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and ( )0 0tα α= . In particular, if the two-level system was initially in its lower state, 

( )0 1ac t = , ( )0 0bc t = , this results in the following expression for the time-dependent 

coefficients: 
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Then, the dipole oscillations are obtained as 
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Returning to conventional notation, we obtain the oscillating dipole as 
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The arguments of the cosines in the second and the third lines of Eq. (11) signify the 

presence of emitted radiation with instantaneous frequencies, 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 22c c ct d dt t tω ω ϕ ω ω± ′= ± = ± Δ + Ω = ± Ω , (12) 

that form the blue-shifted and red-shifted Rabi sidebands as exhibited in Figure 4. We 

note in passing that if the adiabaticity condition of Eq. (6) were maintained over the 

whole duration of the driving pulse, it would mean ( )0 0 0tα α= =  in Eq. (7) and 

( )0 0tΩ =  in Eq. (11). Then, the two-level system being initially in the ground state 

would undergo adiabatic following and no sideband emission would occur. However, the 

actual position of the adiabaticity onset point, 0t , affects only the overall magnitude of 

the sideband emission. The emission frequencies and spectral phase relations discussed 

later are insensitive to the value of 0t . For certainty, in what follows, we assume 0t  to be 



the point of maximum derivative of the function ( )0A t , which corresponds to the 

inflection point in Figure 1. 

This model predicts that two new sidebands will be generated with instantaneous 

frequencies ( )c tω ′± Ω , as related to the second and the third line in Eq. (11). Over the 

probe pulse duration, the sideband frequencies will cover significant intervals of width 

2 2
maxΔ + Ω − Δ , where maxΩ  is the maximum Rabi frequency that corresponds to the 

maximum electric field magnitude in the probe pulse, 0maxA . As the value of 0maxA  

increases, one sideband will begin shifting along the frequency axis away from the 

fluorescence line that is detuned by Δ  from the probe pulse carrier frequency. The other 

sideband will emerge on the other side of the carrier frequency at a position mirroring the 

fluorescence peak and begin shifting in the opposite direction, thus increasing the inter-

sideband separation. The two sidebands will be centered about the carrier frequency of 

the probe beam. One sideband is predicted to have larger amplitude than the other 

according to the ratio of their prefactors in Eq. (11), ( ) 1t′Δ Ω +  and ( ) 1t′Δ Ω − . In 

particular, the intensity of the mirrored sideband (corresponding to of the  ( ) 1t′Δ Ω −  

prefactor) rapidly converges to zero in the limit of low intensity of the generating probe 

beam.  

 

3. Rabi sidebands vs. laser power: tunable broadband radiation and transition 

dipole extraction 

The predictions of the model have been quantitatively verified in a pump-probe 

experiment involving oxygen. In the case of atomic oxygen there is only one resolved 



luminescence line in the vicinity of the laser carrier frequency. In this situation, the 

presence of the mirrored sideband will not be obfuscated by effects of other transitions as 

is the case in argon for instance. When the micro-plasma is generated in molecular 

oxygen and undergoes cooling evolution, atomic oxygen is created with population in the 

excited state manifold. Of particular interest are the 5P and 5S0 states, which have intense 

dipole coupling, resulting in three closely spaced ( 1<  meV difference) fluorescence lines 

near 777 nm (1.596 eV). This unresolved triplet is detuned from the 800 nm probe beam 

by 46 meV. As a result of the interaction of a probe beam with the oxygen plasma, the 

blue- and red-shifted sidebands emerge in the spectrum, as reported in ref7. With a 1.05 

mW probe, the intense blue-side broadband emission is centered on 1.643 eV. This is 

consistent with the prediction of our model, assuming an effective transition dipole of 7.4 

D, a detuning of 46 meV, and the focal intensity of 103.3 10×  W cm-2. The red-shifted 

sideband mirrors the shift and the shape of the blue-shifted feature. However, the 

amplitude of the red-shifted sideband is markedly smaller. This is in complete agreement 

with the predictions of Eq. (11), where the outer boundaries of both the red and blue 

sidebands are shifted (in opposite directions) by the maximum generalized Rabi 

frequency, max′Ω , while their amplitudes differ considerably from one another as 

predicted by the pre-factors for the oscillating terms. Further, the intensity of the Rabi 

sidebands in oxygen plasma peaks at the pump/probe delay of 250 ps (Figure 4b, bottom 

panel). This considerable delay ensures that the electronic excitation of oxygen atoms is 

maximized in the generated plasma and that the electron temperature is concurrently 

reduced,1 so that the dephasing dominated by the electron-neutral collisions becomes 

negligible ( 20τ ≥  ps).  



In further quantitative agreement with the theoretical model, the measurements 

shown in Figure 5 (a) demonstrate that the blue sideband shifts further from the carrier 

frequency as the probe beam power is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mW. This increase in 

power corresponds to an increase in the focal intensity from 9103.3 ×  W cm-2 to 

10103.3 ×  W cm-2, effecting the corresponding increase in the maximum generalized Rabi 

frequency, max′Ω . The observed shift constitutes an apparent means for providing tunable 

coherent radiation from 1.596 eV to 1.640 eV for this particular transition. (The fringes 

seen in the low-energy wing of the blue-shifted sideband in Figure 5 (a) (and mirrored in 

the high-energy wing of the red-shifted sideband) are the result of spectral interference 

that will be discussed in detail in Section III.4.) 

As shown in Figure 4a, sidebands are efficiently generated from all fluorescence 

transitions near the 800 nm probe according to Eq. (11), provided the detuning is not too 

large to drive the amplitude of the generalized Rabi frequency to zero. Sidebands appear 

simultaneously in Ar for the three spectral regions labeled A, B and C in Fig. 5 (b). 

Sideband C is generated from the fluorescence line on the high-energy side of the probe 

and exhibits similar behavior to the oxygen system with a blue-shifted signal originating 

from the fluorescence line. However, for transitions A and B which are on the low-energy 

side of the probe photon energy, red-shifted lines are seen to emerge from the 

fluorescence transition. This observation is consistent with Eq. (11) where the amplitudes 

of the red and blue-shifted sidebands reflect the sign of the detuning, Δ .  



 

Figure 5. (Color online) Comparison of the functional dependencies of the 
sidebands on the driving laser power for oxygen and argon. (a) Spectra of the 
blue-shifted sideband for selected probe beam intensities in oxygen. The spectra 
are taken at a pump/probe delay of 250 ps. (b). Ar spectra for selected probe 
beam intensities. The spectra are taken at a pump/probe delay of 1400 ps.  The 
arrows correspond to atomic fluorescence lines at 1.5271 eV (red), 1.5280 eV 
(green), 1.5302  eV (dark blue), 1.5488 eV (light blue), and 1.5601 eV 
(magenta).  
 

According to Eq. (11), the dependence of the maximum shift energy of the 

sideband on the probe laser power can be expressed as, 

 ( )( ) 1
2 2

peak cE kP ωΔ
= + Δ +

Δ
, (13) 

where P  is the peak probe laser power, ( ) Ω=21kP , and 21k  is the slope of the linear 

dependence of Ω  on 21P . The ratio of the transition dipole moment for any two 

transitions can then be determined using the ratio of the 21k  values. 

Figure 6 (a) shows a plot of the sideband energy as a function of probe power. 

Again, the sidebands arising in regions A and B exhibit a red-shift, indicated by the fit 

using Eq. (13) where at negative Δ  the value of peakE  decreases with increasing probe 

power. The value of peakE  for the blue-shifted sideband C increases with probe power. 

The mirror features of sidebands A, B and C are difficult to see as their intensities are 
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about an order of magnitude smaller than the main features. In addition, they are largely 

obscured by interference from sidebands arising from adjacent transitions.  

 

Figure 6.(Color online) (a) Plot of the sideband energy, Epeak , as a function of 
probe beam power corresponding to the measurements in Figure 5 (b). The stars 
indicate the fluorescence line positions, labeled A, B and C from Figure 5 (b), 
from which Rabi sidebands originate. The solid curves are the fit using Eq. (13). 
(b) Plot of Ω  as a function of the square root of the probe beam power 
(extracted from (a)). The solid curve is the best linear fit. The slope yields the 
value 21k  from Eq. (13).  
 
Literature values36 for the ratio of the transition dipole moments for transition C 

with the two transitions for A yield values of 1.06 and 1.45. Similarly, the ratio of 

transition C with the lines constituting B gives 2.42 and 2.59. Comparison with the ratios 

of the  1 2k  values, extracted from a plot of Ω  vs. the square root of the probe power is 

shown in Figure 6 (b) for the same lines gives 1 2 1 2 0.86C Ak k =  and 1 2 1 2 2.23C Bk k = . By 

using the ratios of the 1 2k  values, this method avoids the inherent difficulties often 

encountered in performing accurate measurements of the laser intensity. The agreement 

with the literature values (known to within ±  10%)36 demonstrates that plasma excitation 

combined with Rabi-shifting measurements can serve as a means to simultaneously 



extract quantitative ratios for the transition dipole moments between multiple sets of 

highly excited states with transitions in the optical regime.  

 

4. Spectral interference and pulse-compression prospects 

The shifting of the sidebands gives rise to bandwidths on the order of 200 meV. 

Each particular frequency value within those bands is emitted at a certain amplitude value 

of the driving pulse. If coherence can be maintained across this spectral range, the light 

can be shaped and manipulated for applications such as control experiments and short 

pulse generation. In fact, there is an indication that the sidebands generated in these 

experiments possess a high degree of coherence across the whole spectral range. This 

coherence is manifest in the characteristic fringe pattern exhibited in the sidebands as 

clearly seen in Figures 4 (b) and 5 (a). Indeed, these fringes result from spectral 

interference of like frequency components emitted at different moments of time. 

According to Eq. (11), the points of the same electric field amplitude on the leading and 

trailing edges of the probe pulse generate waves of the same instantaneous frequency that 

then may interfere constructively or destructively. The spectral positions for destructive 

interference can be approximately predicted as follows. The maximum of the temporal 

envelope profile of the probe pulse generates the maximum value of the instantaneous 

generalized Rabi frequency, max′Ω  that lies within the main peak of the respective 

sideband (that is, the peak at the maximally shifted position, Figure 7, upper panel). The 

lower-magnitude regions of the temporal profile of the probe pulse generate the 

frequencies, ( )t′Ω , that correspond to time-dependent Rabi shifts and produce the 

features between the main peak and the oxygen fluorescence line at 1.596 eV. Near the 



maximum amplitude of the laser pulse, the temporal envelope profile may be 

approximated by a parabola, ( ) ( )2
0 max 0A t A tβ τ≈ − −  (Figure 7, lower panel). (for 

instance, for the Gaussian pulse shape in Figure 1, ( ) ( )( )2 2
0 max 0expA t A t τ σ= − − , the 

value of β  is 2
maxA σ ). Then, the waves of a given sideband shift value, ′Ω , are 

generated on the leading and the trailing edges of the probe pulse at the moments 

( ) ( )max

1 2 1 2
1,2 0 abt t μ βΩ − Ω= ∓ . For destructive interference, the phase difference 

between these waves due to the driven dipole moment evolution from 1t  to 2t  should be 

equal to . This condition determines the values of ′Ω  at which the destructive 

interference occurs, 

 ( )
1 32 3

2 3max
max

max

3 2 1
4

ab nμ βπ ⎛ ⎞Ω⎛ ⎞′ ′Ω − Ω = +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ′Ω⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
. (14) 

Within this approximation, the distinction between two consecutive fringe minima 

in Figure 7 can be crudely predicted using the relation, ( ) ( )( )2 3 2 32 1 2 1nE b n nΔ = + − −  

where nE  denotes the energy of the n -th fringe minimum and b  is a fitting parameter (in 

the aforementioned case of the Gaussian pulse shape, this fitting parameter is related to 

the pulse and molecule characteristics as ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 32 3 2 2 2
max max3 4b π σ′ ′= Ω − Δ Ω ). 

The excellent correlation between this simple model prediction and the experimental 

results is seen in the top panel of Figure 7 where the positions of destructive interference 

are indicated by black semi-circles. Each semi-circle corresponds to a pair of symmetric 

points (indicated by open squares) in the (parabolic) temporal profile of the probe pulse 

envelope from which two identical values 

( )2 1nπ +
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Figure 7. The origin of the spectral fringes. The upper panel: a typical spectrum 
of the blue-shifted Rabi sideband (oxygen, probe beam power P = 1.0 mW). The 
black semi-circles indicate regions of destructive interference as predicted using 
Eq. (14). The lower panel: an ideal Gaussian temporal profile of the probe beam 
(black curve) and the parabolic approximation used to derive Eq. (14) (gray 
curve). The squares show schematically the pairs of points with equal probe 
beam intensity and a phase difference of Δϕ = (2n+1)π, where n = 0, 1, 2, … , in 
the induced dipole oscillations. Each of these pairs corresponds to a point of 
destructive interference in the upper panel. The maximum generalized Rabi shift 
Epeak= max′Ω , as reconstructed using Eq. (14), is also indicated. 

 

of Rabi shift are generated. When the phase difference between the two points in such a 

Rabi shifted pair is equal to an odd integer multiple of π, full destructive interference is 

observed. Moreover, once the value of the fitting parameter b  is established, Eq. (14) 

allows us to find the exact position of the maximum generalized Rabi shift, Epeak= max′Ω , 

within the main sideband peak. As seen in Figure 7, this position corresponds to the main 

peak maximum with high accuracy; the result corroborates the dependence of the peak 

maximum shift with the probe laser power as discussed earlier in relation to Figures 5 



and 6. This simplified approach has been verified by a model that allows for simulation 

of the Rabi sideband spectra and provides the means for spectral phase reconstruction.31 

From this standpoint, the fringe patterns persisting throughout both the blue-shifted and 

red-shifted sidebands indicate that all of the radiation generated through the Rabi-cycling 

mechanism is essentially coherent. Thus, the giant Rabi shifting represents a novel source 

of broadband, tunable, ultrafast radiation generated conveniently by means of a 

femtosecond laser-induced micro-plasma and a moderately-intense picosecond probe 

beam. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 Micro-plasma channels formed in gases at atmospheric pressure in the wake of 

focused laser pulses provide a novel mechanism for generating broadband coherent 

radiation in the optical frequency range. The mechanism is based on giant, time-

dependent Rabi shifting produced by a moderately intense picosecond laser pulse. The 

viability and robustness of the proposed approach are demonstrated in a series of pump-

probe experiments in an oxygen micro-plasma. The red- and blue-shifted sidebands (with 

respect to the laser carrier frequency) are observed with the maximum shift of > 90 meV, 

resulting in an effective bandwidth of 200 meV. The giant Rabi shift is both tunable and 

coherent over a wide range of frequencies and over a wide range of atomic transitions. 

The tunability is based on the time-dependent generalized Rabi frequency and thus 

depends only on the intensity of the driving laser. The fact that the coherence is observed 

in a micro-plasma demonstrates that Rabi cycling is possible at high temperature with 

moderately high laser intensities (1010 W cm-2) as long as transitions close to the driving 

frequency (Δ ~ 2% ωc) are present.  
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